All relevant data are within the paper and its files. Due to national legislation regulating the ethics committees, we are not allowed to distribute the original fMRI or behavioral data.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Scientific findings \[[@pone.0162234.ref001]--[@pone.0162234.ref003]\] have suggested a two-fold structure of the cognitive processes that includes heuristic and explicit components. By using the heuristic thinking mode, people automatically process information that tends to be invariant across days \[[@pone.0162234.ref002]\]. This mode allows an individual to behave according to a conventional habit, which includes the typical practical and mental actions of everyday work \[[@pone.0162234.ref004]\]. In contrast, the explicit thinking mode supports an individual's creativity by changing existing mental models and building new ones \[[@pone.0162234.ref003]\]. There appears to be a tradeoff between the tendency to employ a previously learned heuristic mode and the ability to adopt an explicit mode \[[@pone.0162234.ref001],[@pone.0162234.ref005]\]. The explicit mode might be an essential part of the creative process wherein an individual changes a conventional habit into a novel route of thinking \[[@pone.0162234.ref004]\].

Although studies in cognitive science \[[@pone.0162234.ref006]\] and evolutionary psychology \[[@pone.0162234.ref002]\] have explained the change from the heuristic mode to the explicit mode using environmental pressure, creativity studies \[[@pone.0162234.ref004],[@pone.0162234.ref007]\] emphasize the role of an individual's imagination in this change. A person could change a conventional representation by mentally forming alternative new representations. By using these alternative new representations, a person can exceed a conventional habit and enter a novel route of thinking and innovation \[[@pone.0162234.ref004],[@pone.0162234.ref007]\].

Neuroscientific research has revealed valuable insights into brain activation related to creativity in the contexts of verbal and figurative insights, mental imagery, creative story generation, painting and melodies \[[@pone.0162234.ref008]--[@pone.0162234.ref015]\]. The most significant findings of these neuroscientific studies are the heteromodal cognitive regions of the frontal, temporal, parietal and limbic lobes \[[@pone.0162234.ref016]\]. Similarly, the executive network and the default mode network (DMN) appear to play important roles in creative thought \[[@pone.0162234.ref002],[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref017],[@pone.0162234.ref018]\]. The executive network most prominently includes the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The default mode network (DMN) most prominently includes the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), precuneus (PCU), temproparietal junction (TPJ) and inferior parietal lobes (IPL), including the angular (AG) and supramarginal gyrus (SMG). In addition, the role of the salience network may be important when an individual redirects a conventional habit to a new route. Although the insula is part of the salience network \[[@pone.0162234.ref019]\] and has been found to play essential role in emotional processing \[[@pone.0162234.ref020],[@pone.0162234.ref021]\] its role in creativity is unclear.

Current studies emphasize that creativity involves not only capacity for explicit and heuristic thinking, but the capacity to shift dynamically between the two thinking modes according to the situation \[[@pone.0162234.ref022],[@pone.0162234.ref023]\]. In order to uncover this dynamic process, it is important to organize the experiment, in which participants could engage in dynamic creative process. During consecutive idea generation, ideas' originality has been shown to increase with time and the fluency to decrease \[[@pone.0162234.ref023],[@pone.0162234.ref024]\]. This phenomenon is called the serial order effect and is one of the most consistent findings in creativity studies \[[@pone.0162234.ref023],[@pone.0162234.ref024]\]. Yet, we know of no neuroimaging studies tackling the brain activity behind this phenomenon. The present study attempts to clarify what brain regions contribute to the serial order effect during divergent thinking task

To identify specific brain networks of the explicit mode, we administered participants a visual Alternative Uses Task (AUT) in which they were asked to generate as many alternative uses of a pictured everyday object as possible \[[@pone.0162234.ref025]\]. We administered a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) paradigm to examine which brain regions were activated when the participants mentally generated alternative uses for common household items.

We had three new aspects in our study, comparing previous creativity researches. At first, we focused serial order effect on idea generation. The serial order effect have not been used straight thru before by fMRI \[[@pone.0162234.ref023]\]. Second aspect was non-verbal tasks, i.e. our participants generate ideas mentally without verbalization. On the contrary several creativity studies subjects have been asked to produce and give verbal responses during the idea generation \[[@pone.0162234.ref009],[@pone.0162234.ref025],[@pone.0162234.ref026]\]. Finally, our participants decided by themselves, how many ideas and how long they were going to work with the idea generation task in the scanner. Following the past serial order research and divergent thinking \[[@pone.0162234.ref023]\] the only limitation was 15 minutes total time inside the scanner.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

Participants {#sec003}
------------

Twenty healthy, right-handed students from the Laurea University of Applied Sciences participated in this study. Four subjects were discarded due to excessive motion and other artifacts in the preprocessing stage of the data analysis. Thus, the final results are based on 16 subjects (4 males, mean age: 31.3 years, range: 19--49 years). The ethics committee of the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa approved the study. The subjects provided written informed consent before participating. Due to national legislation regulating the ethics committees, we are not allowed to distribute the original fMRI or behavioral data

Stimuli and experimental conditions {#sec004}
-----------------------------------

Participants performed the Alternative Uses Task \[[@pone.0162234.ref027]\] while being scanned in an fMRI scanner ([Fig 1A](#pone.0162234.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Each trial in the task started with a fixation screen for 1.8--5.4 s followed by the first stimulus. The first stimulus presented a picture of a common household item (duration 3.6 s). The task of the participants was to concentrate and view the item accurately (object identification phase). The original pictures shown were a tire, lipstick, coffee machine, plastic bottle, paper clip, blanket, wristwatch, tile, barrel, hammer, and wool sock. These items belong to categories that have been found to activate a large section of the ventral temporal cortex \[[@pone.0162234.ref028]\]. After the first stimulus, the participant was shown a smaller picture of the same item and asked to mentally produce as many alternative uses as possible for the object. Their task was to produce a lot of ideas. The participant indicated the initiation of this process by pushing the fMRI-compatible button with the index finger (idea generation phase). Thus, each response was time-stamped. When the participant was finished producing alternatives for the presented picture, a different button was pushed with the middle finger. This approach enabled the participants to decide for themselves how many alternative uses they created for each pictured object without time pressure.

![Stimulus design and behavioral results.\
**A)** The fMRI experiment lasted 15 minutes, during which time each participant was shown 6--11 household items depending on the participants' individual performance. For each of the presented objects), the participants performed the task of first viewing the fixation cross for 1--3 TR (i.e. 1800--5400 ms). This was followed by the first stimulus presented as a picture of a common household item (duration 3600 ms). Then, the fixation cross was presented again for 1--3 TR. The participant was shown a smaller picture of the same household item and asked to mentally produce as many alternative uses as possible for the item. The participant indicated the initiation of this process, by pushing the fMRI-compatible button with the index finger. When the participant finished producing alternatives for the presented picture, he or she pushed a different button with the middle finger. Fluency across time during the fMRI-task is presented in **B).** The number of ideas (green) was highest at the beginning of the task and then dropped until the 11^th^ idea. However, the reaction time (blue) increased from the first to the tenth ideas but decreased again at the 11^th^ idea.](pone.0162234.g001){#pone.0162234.g001}

We assumed that the object response in the temporal cortex maintained the object identity over changes in retinal size, indicating that the visual processing of these household items was object-identity-based rather than retinotopic \[[@pone.0162234.ref028]\]. In this way, we produced an experiment in which the difference between two stimuli (object identification vs. idea generation) had minimal contrast (i.e., the only difference was the size of the picture).

The subjects observed pictures through the mirror system. Each fMRI experiment lasted for 15 minutes. During this time each participant was shown 6--11 objects depending on the participants' individual performance. Then, we counted the total number of ideas for each subject and used this total number for further analysis.

After scanning, the participants were asked to execute the same AUT using a paper and pencil. To keep the test situation in the scanner as purely idea generation and not a memory task, the participants did not previously know that they needed to execute the AUT after the fMRI experiment. The participants received the instruction: "On the following pages you will see different household items. Please produce as many alternative uses for each item as you can and write the ideas down". Thus the subjects received no explicit request to recall their answers in the fMRI-AUT or to produce new ones.

Data acquisition and analysis {#sec005}
-----------------------------

We studied the fluency behavior by counting the total number of ideas produced during the fMRI test. Additionally, we studied the serial order effect by evaluating the response time required to produce the ideas. The limitations of the fMRI environment precluded recording of the generated ideas and, hence, evaluation of the ideas' originality. Ideas' originality in the serial order effect has been shown to increase with time and the fluency to decrease \[[@pone.0162234.ref023]\]. This fluency aspect of the serial order effect was readily assessable by counting the number of ideas and reaction times required to produce the ideas. The available behavioural data, thus, only allowed explicit evaluation of the fluency aspect of the serial order effect in AUT. To validate our fMRI-AUT approach, we counted the total ideas obtained from the paper and pencil test and calculated the correlation between the fMRI-AUT and the paper and pencil-AUT.

We acquired the MRI data on a 3 Tesla Siemens Magnetom Skyra (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The imaging sequence parameters were: repetition time 1800 ms, flip angle 75 degrees, echo time 32 ms, field of view 22 cm, matrix size 64 × 64 (in-plane resolution 3.44 × 3.44 mm^2^), slice thickness 5 mm, and slice spacing 0. The imaging volume covered the whole brain with 27 contiguous oblique axial slices acquired in an interleaved fashion. Altogether, 500 volumes per functional run were acquired. The first volume of the recorded data was excluded from further analysis as a dummy. Additionally, three dummy scans were discarded by the scanner prior to recording the 500 volumes of the functional run.

Data analysis was performed in Matlab® v7.8.0347 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and was based on SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/>; Welcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience London). All preprocessing was performed using the functional Data Processing Assistant (fDPA) toolbox developed by Yevhen Hlushchuk and Eerik Puuska based on the DPARSF toolbox \[[@pone.0162234.ref029]\]. In addition to DPARSF, the fDPA toolbox incorporates the ArtRepair toolbox \[[@pone.0162234.ref030]\].

The preprocessing steps included: realignment, normalization to the MNI space (the mean functional image was segmented and bias-corrected to improve coregistration to the anatomical space), and volume artifact removal (due to linear drift in the data we used the following thresholds in the ArtRepair toolbox: 5% signal change, rapid-movement threshold of 0.5 mm and z-threshold at 2.5). Datasets that required correction of more than 7% of the time-points were discarded from further analysis; subjects whose head movements during the recording exceeded 2 mm and 2 degrees were likewise discarded. After artifact removal, the data were smoothed at a full-width-at-half-maximum of 8 mm. The high-pass filter was set to the SPM8 default value of 128 s.

The preprocessed data subsequently underwent general linear model (GLM) analysis at the subject level. The model incorporated three predictors of interest: (i) "presentation", (ii)"idea generation", and (iii) "serial order". The conditions were compared to each other to identify the brain regions that demonstrated relatively increased recruitment during the object identification and idea generation conditions (explicit \> heuristic and heuristic \> explicit). The 'serial order' was the linear parameter and encoded the serial order of creative representation a subject was working with for a given picture. Respective contrast images were generated for each subject and then entered into a second-level random effects analysis using a one-sample *t*-test. In the group-level statistical maps, the cluster-forming (voxel-level) threshold was set to p~uncorrected~ = 0.001 (quite commonly used in fMRI studies and recommended by recent studies on thresholding in fMRI) \[[@pone.0162234.ref031],[@pone.0162234.ref032]\].

The threshold extent was set to 50 voxels and the clusters at *p* \< 0.01 (FDR-corrected at the cluster level) were deemed significant.

Results {#sec006}
=======

Behavioral results {#sec007}
------------------

The participants completed functional runs inside the fMRI scanner and afterwards executed the same task using a paper and pencil. The range of the number of ideas that participants produced for the given 11 objects during the fMRI task ranged from 22 to 148 (M = 71.06, SD = 32.88). Two participants generated ideas for 6 household items, two for 9 items, four for 10 items, and eight for 11 items. When completing the paper and pencil AUT outside of the scanner after the fMRI task, the range of the total number of ideas for the same household items ranged from 16 to 87 (M = 42.44, SD = 15.74). The number of button pushes inside the scanner correlated positively with the number of alternative uses written on paper (R = 0.71, R square = 0,509, p\<0, 01). We found a clear serial order effect ([Fig 1B](#pone.0162234.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Thus the fluency was highest at the beginning of the task (M = 9.88, SD = 1.67) and then dropped at the 11^th^ idea (M = 1.25, SD = 0.5). However, the reaction time increased from the first (M = 4.2 sec, SD = 2.6 sec) to the tenth idea (M = 11.14 sec, SD = 4.66 sec) and unexpectedly decreased again at the 11^th^ idea (M = 5.9 sec, SD = 3.5 sec).

FMRI results {#sec008}
------------

When the responses during the idea generation phase were contrasted to the presentation phase ([Fig 2A](#pone.0162234.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#pone.0162234.t001){ref-type="table"}), the contrast revealed significant activation in the anterior left insula (-42, -4, -12) in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space \[[@pone.0162234.ref033]\]. The opposite contrast in [Fig 2B](#pone.0162234.g002){ref-type="fig"} exposed three clusters in visual areas: Two clusters encompassed the left inferior temporal gyrus (ITG; -40, -42, -8) and right inferior temporal gyrus (36, -14, -16) and the third cluster encompassed anterior parts of visual areas on both dorsal and ventral sides of the calcarine sulcus (-6, -92, 34).

![Brain regions showing significant differences based on comparisons between presentation and idea generation.\
**A)** Activations in the left anterior insula (lAI) region associated with idea generation relative to presentation. **B)** Activations in three clusters primarily located in the visual areas associated with presentation relative to idea generation (lITG---left inferior temporal gyrus; rITG--right inferior temporal gyrus; CAL/CU--anterior parts of visual areas on both dorsal and ventral sides of the calcarine sulcus). In A and B, the threshold at the voxel-level is p \< 0.001 with an uncorrected cluster-size threshold set at 50 normalized voxels. All clusters surpassed the cluster-level threshold at p\< 0.01 (FDR-corrected).](pone.0162234.g002){#pone.0162234.g002}

10.1371/journal.pone.0162234.t001

###### Brain regions revealed by "idea generation \> presentation" and "presentation \> idea generation" contrasts.

![](pone.0162234.t001){#pone.0162234.t001g}

                                      Anatomical region   MNI coordinates of global/local cluster\'s peak (x, y, z)   Cluster\'s size (in 2 x 2 x 2 mm^3^ voxels)   Peak-level, T-value   Cluster-level, FDR-corrected (q)
  ----------------------------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------- ----------------------------------
  *Idea generation \> presentation*                                                                                                                                                       
                                      AI left             **-42, -4, 12**                                             **312**                                       **6.96**              **0.001**
                                                          -34, 2, 12                                                                                                5.66                   
                                                          -44, -2, 0                                                                                                5.55                   
  *Presentation \> idea generation*                                                                                                                                                       
                                      ITG left            **-40, -42, -8**                                            **1309**                                      **8.45**              **0.000**
                                                          -38, -34, -10                                                                                             7.86                   
                                                          -32, -68, 8                                                                                               7.03                   
                                      CAL/CU              **-6, -92, 34**                                             **3437**                                      **8.05**              **0.000**
                                                          2, -90, 34                                                  ** **                                         7.74                  ** **
                                                          6, -74, 8                                                   ** **                                         6.87                  ** **
                                      ITG right           **36, -14, -16**                                            **1868**                                      **7.98**              **0.000**
                                                          44, -18, -16                                                                                              7.72                   
                                                          40, -38, -6                                                 ** **                                         6.98                  ** **

Significant clusters from the group level analysis (random effects, N = 16 subjects) are presented. The cluster-forming threshold was set at p \< 0.001 (uncorrected); minimum cluster size 50 voxels. All clusters surpassed the cluster-level threshold at p\< 0.01 (FDR-corrected). For clusters exceeding 200 voxels in size, up to two local submaxima 8 mm apart are also listed. Abbreviations: *AI--anterior insula*, *ITG--inferior temporal gyrus*, *CAL/CU--calcarine/cuneus*.

The GLM analysis included also a linear parameter (serial order regressor) that encoded the number of alternative ideas for a given picture applied to the estimated regressor coefficient maps. A conventional linear parameterization was used in which the first imagined idea was weighted by one, the second imagined use was weighted by 2, and so on. This linear parameterization model was used to detect regions in which the activity increased or decreased with serial order.

The serial order in divergent thinking correlated ([Fig 3A](#pone.0162234.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#pone.0162234.t002){ref-type="table"}) positively with the activation in the bilateral precuneus/cuneus (PCU/CU; -8, -66, 42). Their common behavior was supported by the underlying connectivity demonstrated for the dorsal precuneus and the ventral cuneus \[[@pone.0162234.ref034]\], PCC (4, - 20, 30) correlated with task difficulties \[[@pone.0162234.ref035]\], ACC (8, 30, 32) and the right inferior parietal lobule (rIPL; 56, -48, 38), including the supramarginal and angular gyrus.

![Brain regions correlating with the serial order.\
**A)** The amplitude of the BOLD signal positively correlated with the serial order regressor in four clusters (PCU--precuneus; CU--cuneus; PCC--posterior cingulate cortex; ACC--anterior cingulate cortex; rIPL---right inferior parietal lobe). **B)** Clusters that exhibited an opposing, negative correlation with the serial order regressor (ppre-SMA--posterior presupplementary motor area; left PMC/IFJ--left premotor cortex/inferior frontal junction; left IFG--left inferior frontal gyrus; rCERE--right cerebellum). The threshold at voxel-level was p \< 0.001 uncorrected with the cluster-size threshold set at 50 normalized voxels. All clusters surpassed the cluster-level threshold at p \< 0.01 (FDR-corrected).](pone.0162234.g003){#pone.0162234.g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0162234.t002

###### Brain areas where fMRI signal significantly correlated with the "serial order" predictor, positively or negatively.

![](pone.0162234.t002){#pone.0162234.t002g}

                                Anatomical region   MNI coordinates of global/local cluster\'s peak (x, y, z)   Cluster\'s size (in 2 x 2 x 2 mm^3^ voxels)   Peak-level, T-value   Cluster-level, FDR-corrected (q)
  ----------------------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------- ----------------------------------
  *\"Serial order\" positive*                                                                                                                                                       
                                PCU/CU              **-8, -66, 42**                                             **1725**                                      **7.24**              **0.001**
                                                    -10, -68, 34                                                                                              7.21                   
                                                    12, -62, 36                                                                                               7.01                   
                                PCC                 **4, -20, 30**                                              **189**                                       **5.71**              **0.001**
                                IPL right           **56, -46, 30**                                             **597**                                       **5.06**              **0.001**
                                                    56, -48, 38                                                                                               4.97                   
                                                    56, -56, 26                                                                                               4.59                   
                                ACC                 **8, 30, 32**                                               **87**                                        **4.69**              **0.01**
  *\"Serial order\" negative*                                                                                                                                                       
                                ppreSMA left        **-8, 6, 68**                                               **139**                                       **6.36**              **0.001**
                                PMC/IFJ left        **-34, 4, 62**                                              **260**                                       **6.32**              **0.001**
                                                    -36, 2, 34                                                                                                5.24                   
                                IFG left            **-52, 16, 26**                                             **178**                                       **3.93**              **0.001**
                                Cerebellum right    **44, -54, -34**                                            **282**                                       **3.93**              **0.001**

Significant clusters from the group level analysis (random effects, N = 16 subjects) are presented. The cluster-forming threshold was set at p \< 0.001 (uncorrected); minimum cluster size 50 voxels. All clusters surpassed the cluster-level threshold at p\< 0.01 (FDR-corrected). For clusters exceeding 200 voxels in size, up to two local submaxima 8 mm apart are also listed. Abbreviations: *PCU/CU--precuneus/cuneus*, *PCC- posterior cingulate cortex*, *IPL--inferior parietal lobule*, *ACC--anterior cingulate cortex*, *ppreSMA--posterior presupplementary motor area*, *PMC/IFJ--premotor cortex/inferior frontal junction*, *IFG--inferior frontal gyrus*.

The serial order correlated negatively ([Fig 3B](#pone.0162234.g003){ref-type="fig"}) in the posterior presupplementary motor area (ppreSMA; -8, 6, 68) in accordance with the functional connectivity segregation in the previous fMRI study \[[@pone.0162234.ref036]\], the left premotor cortex (left PMC; -34, 4, 62) with the major part of the cluster situated deep in the inferior precentral sulcus corresponding to the inferior frontal junction (IFJ) \[[@pone.0162234.ref037]\], the right cerebellum (44, -54, -34) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; -52, 16, 26).

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

The current study examined the hypothesis that idea generation was associated with the explicit thinking mode via the activation of neural processes related to the executive, default mode and salience networks. The study separated presentation from idea generation to uncover the neural substrate during idea generation. The study employed a novel paradigm in which the difference between object identification and idea generation had minimal contrast (i.e., the only difference was the size of the picture). This approach allowed us to separate and alternate between the heuristic thinking mode and explicit thinking mode. Previous creativity studies have emphasized the verbal production of ideas \[[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref023]\], whereas the present study allowed the participants to produce the ideas mentally without a verbal response. In addition, the study allowed the participants to decide freely, how long and how many ideas they like to produce without external time pressure or the demand to memorize their answers.

The findings of the study identify neural systems that play a role in idea generation and provide evidence that both the executive network and the DMN play roles in creative performance. Consistent with the hypothesized role of the executive network in idea generation, the participants showed increased activation in the ACC during this process. Similarly, consistent with the hypothesized role of the DMN in idea generation, the participants showed increased recruitment of the PCU/CU, PCC and IPL.

When contrasting the fMRI predictors for idea generation and presentation (explicit\>heuristics), we observed activation in the left anterior insula. The opposite contrast showed significant activation in two clusters encompassing the left and right ITG.

During idea generation the serial order negatively correlated with the BOLD responses in the left ppreSMA, left PMC, right cerebellum and left IFG. According to Baddeley \[[@pone.0162234.ref038]\], the areas in premotor cortex, inferior frontal cortex and inferior parietal cortex have associations to the working memory--on the left side for verbal working memory and on the right side for visual working memory. In addition, working memory tasks have been consistently linked to widespread bilateral fronto-parietal networks including the IFG with Broca's area, the PMC and pre-SMA \[[@pone.0162234.ref039],[@pone.0162234.ref040]\]. Furthermore, the cerebellum is known to connect to the fronto-parietal cortices by mediating attentional processes \[[@pone.0162234.ref040]\]. Thus, the decreasing activation of the ppreSMA, cerebellum and IFG during idea generation suggests that idea generation without a verbal processing demand does not lead to increased load of the verbal working memory in the brain. On the contrary, their activity rather decrease reflecting lack of need for new object identification in consecutive idea generation events. The positive correlation of rIPL to the serial order instead could indicate the role of the visual working memory in the idea generation. The importance of this latter finding deserves more investigation.

Similarly, Hinds et al. \[[@pone.0162234.ref041]\] showed that greater activation in the SMA and lesser activation in the default-mode regions predicted superior vigilance. Whereas in vigilance tasks DMN activation indicates a "bad brain state" \[see [@pone.0162234.ref041]\], in creative process it might be indicative of a "good brain state". Thus, the current results imply that creative process may be multimodal and do not necessarily require resources from the brain's verbal attentional and verbal working memory networks \[[@pone.0162234.ref042]--[@pone.0162234.ref044]\].

Behavioral results based on reaction times revealed that new ideas were easier to produce at the beginning compared to later in the process. These behavioral results confirm previous findings that cognitive and emotional pressures increase over time during idea generation \[[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref023]\].

The goal of the study was to find the correlation between serial order effect in divergent thinking and brain activity. It is possible, that participants idea generation strategies did change during this process as previous studies have found \[[@pone.0162234.ref045]\]. At the beginning they probably produced ideas based on memory, whereas later based on new associative combinations \[[@pone.0162234.ref022]\].

The role of the executive networks in idea generation {#sec010}
-----------------------------------------------------

The explicit mode may facilitate the change from the predefined interpretation of the object to a more novel interpretation by using the executive network. The executive network has been previously consistently linked to the inhibition of irrelevant information patterns \[[@pone.0162234.ref045]\] and the support of an individual when amplifying internal representations \[[@pone.0162234.ref002]\]. This network activates when predefined heuristic-based processes are not sufficient to deal with the current task \[[@pone.0162234.ref002]\].

Previously, the functions of the executive network have been attributed to the ACC and DLPFC \[[@pone.0162234.ref002],[@pone.0162234.ref011]\]. Of these two areas, the current study only discovered activation in the ACC. Although the ACC has been previously assigned to the salience network \[[@pone.0162234.ref046],[@pone.0162234.ref047]\], recent brain imaging articles on creative thinking, however, classify the ACC to the executive network \[[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref017],[@pone.0162234.ref048]\]. The lack of significant DLPFC activation during idea generation was unexpected because the association between the prefrontal regions and creativity was consistently reported in neurophysiologically oriented studies \[[@pone.0162234.ref007],[@pone.0162234.ref012],[@pone.0162234.ref016],[@pone.0162234.ref049]\]. Dietrich and Kanso \[[@pone.0162234.ref007]\] proposed that the association between the prefrontal regions and idea generation was related to the engagement of the working memory and attentional networks in the brain. Their argument was comprehensible because most previous creativity studies were based on either spoken or written verbal processes. In contrast, in the present study the task was to discover the counterfactual meaning of a conventional picture without the need of verbalizing. Thus, the involvement of the WM and other frontal cortical areas may not be necessary for a human to produce ideas without verbal elements. The importance of the prefrontal cortex in the different creativity contexts (verbal, non-verbal, tactual) deserves more investigation.

The role of the ACC as part of the executive network has been shown to be essential for processing novel or conflicting information from the environment \[[@pone.0162234.ref002]\] and maintaining task goals \[[@pone.0162234.ref050]\]. Thus, the executive network in general and the ACC in particular may enable the participants to redirect their conventional habit of thinking to a novel route.

The role of the DMN in idea generation {#sec011}
--------------------------------------

The present study found an association between serial order in divergent thinking and activation in the PCU/CU, PCC and IPL including the AG and SMG, which are essential components of the DMN. We did not find any association between idea generation and MPFC activation.

Recruitment of the DMN is not typically linked with the explicit thinking mode. However, there is increasing evidence that the DMN may engage in a range of cognitive, affective and visceroceptive processes in addition to the resting state processes \[[@pone.0162234.ref011]\]. For example, the DMN is activated during memory retrieval, future planning, hypothesis generation and evaluation of the perspectives of others \[[@pone.0162234.ref051]\]. Studies by Limb and Braun \[[@pone.0162234.ref052]\] and Ellamil et al. \[[@pone.0162234.ref011]\] provided evidence for an association between creativity and the increased activation of the DMN. Moreover, previous studies showed that creative individuals were incapable of suppressing the activation of the DMN \[[@pone.0162234.ref053]\].

However, previous studies have also found that part of the DMN was deactivated during creative tasks. For example, negative associations have been reported between divergent thinking and activation in the PCU and TPJ as well as in the PCC and MCC \[[@pone.0162234.ref009]\]. One explanation for these contradictory results between the previous study and the current study may be that previous participants needed to vocalize \[[@pone.0162234.ref009]\] or write \[[@pone.0162234.ref026]\] their responses, whereas in our study the participants imagined their responses without verbalizing.

The evidence from the present study supported current theories that proposed a more general function for the DMN in processing internally generated cognitive and affective information rather than serving only as the resting state \[[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref051],[@pone.0162234.ref054]\]. According to this theory, the DMN is in a readiness state and comprises tonically active regions of the brain that continuously gather information from the world around and within us \[[@pone.0162234.ref055]\]. The DMN begins to help other brain circuits when something unexpected or novel happens in the individual's environment. When an individual monitors and integrates information about the world and within himself/herself, the DMN may facilitate the formation of emotional reactions that individuals monitor during information processing. This process may especially occur in the right IPL because it is located at the crossroads of areas specialized in processing many cognitive and affective functions that range from language processing to visual and number processes. Furthermore, the right IPL has been found critical for both conceptual metaphors and cross-modal abstractions and can function as a general convergence zone in the brain \[[@pone.0162234.ref056]--[@pone.0162234.ref058]\].

Previous studies have also produced new information concerning a more versatile role for the PCU \[[@pone.0162234.ref059]\] and PCC \[[@pone.0162234.ref035]\] as part of human cognition. In the current study, the PCU/CU cluster activation coordinates (-8, -66, 42) were almost the same as those reported in the Utevsky et al. \[[@pone.0162234.ref059]\] study. Their observation indicated that the PCU played a role not only in the DMN but also in cognition; this latter role was broader due to its engagement under a variety of processing states \[[@pone.0162234.ref059]\]. In the same vein, Leech et al. \[[@pone.0162234.ref035]\] proposed that the PCC was a hub within the brain that connected brain regions that supported complex behavior.

More generally, the PCC and PCU play roles in integrating information from the IPL and other brain regions by representing the relevant internally generated information \[[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref051]\]. As parts of the DMN, the IPL, PCU, and PCC have essential roles in idea generation by producing new combinations and mental models during the creative process.

The role of the salience network in idea generation {#sec012}
---------------------------------------------------

A majority of past work has shown that the right anterior insula \[[@pone.0162234.ref046],[@pone.0162234.ref047]\] and bilateral insula \[[@pone.0162234.ref021],[@pone.0162234.ref047]\], as a core hub of the salience network, may facilitate interaction of the default and executive networks. Many recent brain imaging studies on creative thinking, however, have found the activation of the left insula during creative process as well \[[@pone.0162234.ref009],[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref060],[@pone.0162234.ref061]\]. Recent meta-analysis of fMRI studies on creativity has further exposed apparent left dominance for insula activation in non-verbal tasks \[[@pone.0162234.ref061]\]. Considering the non-verbal nature of the task in our experiment, the left anterior insula activation during idea generation in the current study is in line with previous studies.

The essential role of the insula in emotional processing implies that it may be important for creative thought by facilitating the ability of the central executive network and DMN to notice emotionally promising counterfactual elements in the environment and associations in the mind \[[@pone.0162234.ref021]\]. The role of the anterior insula as a core hub of the bilateral salience network \[[@pone.0162234.ref047],[@pone.0162234.ref048]\] may be important when an individual redirects a conventional habit of thinking to a new route and our results lend further support to the claim that the lateral dominance of the anterior insula activation depends on the verbality/non-verbality of the task.

Coactivations of the brain's creative networks {#sec013}
----------------------------------------------

The current study indicates that cognitive control is an essential part of serial order in divergent thinking. During this process the cognitive control supports the explicit thinking mode. However, idea generation was also associated with the recruitment of areas not typically associated with explicit thinking, such as the DMN and the salience network. Previously, the executive network and the DMN were proposed to act in opposition to one another such that the stimulus-independent DMN became deactivated when the stimulus-dependent executive network became activated and vice versa \[[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref018],[@pone.0162234.ref062]--[@pone.0162234.ref064]\]. However, more recent creative studies have found evidence of coactivation in parts of the central executive network and the DMN, such as the ACC, PCC, PCU, and TPJ during insight problem solving \[[@pone.0162234.ref065],[@pone.0162234.ref066]\] and the DLPFC, ACC, PCC, PCU and TPJ during a fluid analogy task \[[@pone.0162234.ref067]\]. Similar co-activation was found in the context of autobiographical planning \[[@pone.0162234.ref068]\], narrative speech comprehension \[[@pone.0162234.ref069]\], mind wandering \[[@pone.0162234.ref070]\] and continuous film viewing \[[@pone.0162234.ref071]\]. Thus, it appears that serial order in divergent thinking may allow for the combination of both the central executive network and the DMN. Our findings corroborate previously proposed notion that creative/divergent thinking involves interactions of the default, salience, and executive networks \[[@pone.0162234.ref011],[@pone.0162234.ref048],[@pone.0162234.ref052],[@pone.0162234.ref060],[@pone.0162234.ref072]\].

Conclusions {#sec014}
===========

The current study showed that regions of the executive, default mode---and salience networks were involved in the serial order in divergent thinking. Thus, the results indicate that an individual needs to suppress external stimuli and concentrate on the inner creative process during idea generation. This process may require a combination of elements that have little association and are isolated from the heuristic process. Our results indicate that the central executive network and the DMN together with salience network support focused and goal-oriented creative processes. The creative process is not "resting"; rather, it is a focused and goal-oriented process that uses inner cognitive and affective mental resources. Thus, the current results suggest that explicit thinking is an essential part of idea generation. The central executive network, DMN and salience networks may cooperate in this process.

In contrast to previous creativity studies, the current study found no association between frontal regions during idea generation, possibly because the task in the current study lacked enforcement of verbal processing during idea generation. Current approaches to mental representations \[[@pone.0162234.ref043],[@pone.0162234.ref044]\] emphasize that they are multimodal in nature, which implies that the mental processing during idea generation does not have to be limited to a conceptual level. Eliasmith \[[@pone.0162234.ref073]\] proposes that when people are thinking about an object, they do not merely activate words that are associated with this object but seem to implicitly activate representations that are typical for the objects' background. In this way, the human brain brings up emotional associations with the object and activates tactile, auditory, and visual representations of the object. The results of the current study support this approach of multimodal mental representation.

In addition, recent creativity studies \[[@pone.0162234.ref022],[@pone.0162234.ref023]\] emphasize that creativity is neither heuristic nor explicit, but rather involves capacity to spontaneously shift between different kinds of thinking modes according to the demand of the context. In our serial order AUT experiment, our participants needed to produce alternative uses for everyday object.

Thus, imagining new mental possibilities and the willingness to change the conventional habit of thinking share the common process of cognitive control and the need for the DMN to construct new mental models, be it new options or new creative uses for an object.
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